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DEER REPORT:
TOWN AND COUNTRY: In 2017 there were 7 dead deer as the result of motor vehicle
collisions. In 2018 that number went up by one to 8. This is after 361 deer were killed
in a managed culling operation in the first six weeks of 2018. So far in 2018 there have
been 20 deer-vehicle collisions.
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CHESTERFIELD: The Chesterfield Police began counting dead deer on the side of the
road killed in vehicle collisions. They continued to have a separate report for calls
involving deer that officers responded to. These cases almost always involved vehiclecollisions, but they way they list them you could infer the deer came to the edge of the
road to commit suicide or die from cancer.
Here are the stats from the Chesterfield PD for May:
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If you look closely these numbers don’t add up. However Chesterfield is just starting to
track stats with deer involved with motor vehicle collisions. Maybe this will improve with
time. The announcement of “tagging” dead deer is that the first officer to find the dead
dear on the side of the road will place a tag on a leg so it is not counted twice.
DALTON’S CONFLICT OF INTEREST GROWS: Missouri state law forbids state
elected officials from also being lobbyist. However the law does not cover municipal
elected officials. Jon Dalton is a lobbyist at Armstrong-Teasdale and the CEO of
another lobbying/consulting firm, AT GOVERNMENT STRATEGIES LLC.
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Currently he is also working for the Kansas City area firm based in Riverside, MO that
owns the nursing and retirement homes Stonecrest, with one located behind the
Schnucks’ store on Woods Mill Road in Town and Country.

Here are some other clients that the mayor of Town and Country could have a conflict of
interest with:

His listing with the Missouri Ethics Commission he gave his private telephone number at
Armstrong-Teasdale and not the City of Wildwood’s phone number.

He has a huge conflict by representing the St. Louis County Municipal League that
includes members of tiny municipalities that have needs of legislation 180-degrees from
the needs of Town and Country. He also lists his private office phone number as being
the phone for the Municipal League.
Finally the St. Louis County Municipal League does not exist, but Dalton claims it does
with his filings with the Missouri Ethics Commission. The League changed its name to
the Municipal League of
years ago in March of 2016.

Metro St. Louis.
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They changed the name over two

Beyond Housing of Pine Lawn’s phone number is the same as Dalton private line in
Clayton, MO. Here is one of Beyond Housing’s projects.

Finding funding for subsidized housing in North County, while noble certainly could run
head-on with conflicts of Town and Country residents, especially involving taxes and
use of County funds.
Here is a recent client, where Dalton violated State Law by not giving the client’s
address. In this case Taxed Enough Already used Armstrong-Teasdale address and
Dalton’s private phone number.

Here is the state law that Dalton violated:
105.473. 1. Each lobbyist shall, not later than January fifth of each year, or five days after
beginning any activities as a lobbyist, file standardized registration forms, verified by a written
declaration that it is made under the penalties of perjury, along with a filing fee of ten dollars,
with the commission. The forms shall include the lobbyist's name and business address, the name
and address of all persons such lobbyist employs for lobbying purposes, the name and address
of each lobbyist principal by whom such lobbyist is employed or in whose interest such lobbyist
appears or works.

Currently Dalton’s private telephone number to his Clayton office phone is listed as the
phone number for nine of his current active clients.
If a lobbyist ban for Missouri elected positions is proper, it should also exist for
Municipal Officials . However, there are only member three current Town and Country
alderpersons who have the guts to introduce such legislation.
TOWN AND COUNTRY HOUSE BURGLAR CHARGED: A 33-year-old ex-convict with
an extensive record of armed robbery, thefts and assaults has been arrested and
charged with the May 14 burglary of a home on Town and Country Lane near the
intersection of Clayton Road and Topping Road. Ortez Jones was charged two days
later with selling drugs to persons under 17-years of age in St. Louis.
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Ortez Jones
th

On May 14 in the early afternoon a house was burglarized in the 2500 block of Town and Country
Lane. The homeowner returned home and discovered a vehicle in his driveway and a subject
outside of his house. When approached the subject stated that he was looking for yard work and
then left the area. The homeowner then discovered that his rear door had been forcefully entered
and items out of place within the home.

The suspect was identified and a warrant was issued for Burglary on May 17. Jones,
besides being a burglar is also a drug dealer. He was arrested for drug dealing in St.
Louis two days after the burglary. He was arrested on the burglary charge on May 22.
07/17/01
01/04/02
09/16/02
04/10/02
10/03/02
12/14/04
05/15/05
08/10/07
05/14/18
05/16/18

2 counts Armed Robbery Sent 5-yrs prison
Felony Stealing
Felony Stealing 3-years prison
Misdemeanor Assault Sent 6-months Jail
Felony Stealing 3-year prison
Auto Theft 90-Days Jail
Driving While Revoked 2-Days Jail
5-Counts Doment Assault 1-year Jail
Felony Receive Stolen Property 1-year jail
Burglary (Pending
Deliver Controlled Substance to Person under 17

This is from the court files on the latest burglary case.
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St. Louis PD
Bridgeton PD
St. Louis PD
Florissant PD
St. Louis PD
St. Louis PD
St. Louis PD
University CityPD
Town and Country PD
St. Louis PD

APPARENTLY DOING OVER 50% ABOVE THE SPEED LIMIT IS OKAY IN TOWN
AND COUNTRY: We continue to check municipal court cases, including those sent to
the Circuit Court for a “jury trial” which almost always are pled out when the Town and
Country prosecutor amends the charge to a “Illegal Parking.”
That was the case with Christopher Neistat who on 11/11/17 at 9:29 in the morning was
clocked dong 91 MPH in the 60 MPH zone on I-270 at Clayton Road. That is more than
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50% above the speed limit. It was also in the daylight hours when traffic is much
heavier. Neistat is the loan manager at a local car dealer.
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Neistat’s attorney moved the case to Circuit Court. Town and Country prosecutor Ed
Sluys was not interested in simply bringing in the officer who cited Neistat to give five
minutes of testimony. Instead he reduced the charge to a no-Record, No-Points “Illegal
Parking” event with a $198 fine. Do you feel safer? Neistat was 31 MPH over the
posted speed limit and Sluys let him walk on a non-moving Parking Violation that does
not go on his record.
NEXT IS ANOTHER DANGEROUS DRIVER THAT SLUYS AND TOWN AND
COUNTRY LET OFF:

Iairto A. Watson, 24, of Florissant was driving his 2013 Chevrolet Impala on10/27/17 at
8:15 PM at the busy I-270 and I-64 intersection. He was clocked doing 92 MPH in a 60
MPH zone. He was 32 MPH over the limit! The case was moved to the Circuit Court.
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Town and Country prosecutor Ed Sluys refused to bring in the police officer, one of the
force’s better witnesses, to the stand, Cpl. Yaakub and put on a 10 minute trial. Instead
Sluys reduced the charge to “Illegal Parking” and took $198 fine. Meanwhile Watson
continues to be a dangerous driver, but with no record.
Watson has had other moving violations reduced to Non-Moving violations.
07/09/17 7:06pm
11/29/17 11:13 AM

Moving Violation reduced to Excessive Noise St. Louis City
Moving Violation reduced to Illegal Parking Florissant

KING DALTON WANTS HIS KINGDOM TO EXPAND AND TO COST RESIDENTS
MONEY AND GET LESS SERVICES: Back in 2012 Town and Country Mayor/King Jon
Dalton went before the St. Louis County Boundary Commission on why Town and
Country should be allowed to annex a then vacant lot that was soon to be developed.
One of the reasons he gave was that a portion of I-270 from the Town and Country
south border to Manchester Road was not in a fire district or covered by the City of Des
Peres and people who would be injured in an accident could die without an immediate
EMS response. This caused the West County EMS & Fire Protection District Fire Chief
to jump to his feet and call Dalton a liar saying his fire department responds to accidents
on that section on highway and no one is doing to die due to a lack of an EMS
response. The Commission voted down the request to place the land on an annexation
ballot.
Such an election would fail at the time anyway. The developer had someone living on
the property in a trailer who was registered to vote. The person’s one vote could defeat
any annexation attempt.
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Now that the property has been developed with a large nursing home, a larger
apartment complex with a hotel soon be built, the one voter is long gone. Dalton again
wants to place the property back before the Boundary Commission. The property
includes the newly built projects but also crosses I-270 and takes in office buildings
located behind the Edward Jones Headquarters in Des Peres.
This would increase Dalton’s Kingdom and screw residents! This area Dalton
wants to annex has almost zero revenue producing businesses. Town and Country has
no property tax. So the increase in the Fire & EMS contract, plus providing increased
police services will COST RESIDENTS.
The other problem is that if a police officer is in the business area on the east side of I270 handling a call or on patrol his/her ability to respond and provide services to
homeowners would be greatly reduced. Also the section of I-270 that Dalton wants to
annex has off and on ramps that go to Manchester Road. This will also be a drain on
police services for officers to work more accidents.
Ward-2 Alderwomen Tiffany Frautschi and Lindsey Butler complained that a resolution
to go ahead with this was just presented in the board packets on the Thursday before
the June 11 aldermanic meeting, giving them just three days notice to study it.
Cities with an interest on presenting anything to the Boundary Commission have to file
before July1. It appears as if this was placed on the June 11 aldermanic agenda hoping
no one would think it was a big deal and it would pass.
In the pre-meeting Work Session Dalton had city administrator Bob Shelton give an
estimate of costs versus revenue if the area was annexed).
Shelton said the office area is 900,000 square feet that should deliver $800,000 in
licensing fees (keep in mind Town and Country has one of the highest business license
fees in County. You would think it was a city on Natural Bridge Road.)
Shelton continued that the area would be in the Sales Tax Pool (unless the Chesterfield
litigation before the Missouri Supreme Court kills the Sales Tax Pool). He estimated that
the city would get $50,000 from the Sales Tax Pool. He continued that based on the
estimated residents living in the apartments and nursing home the city would receive
$20,000 from the Prop P Public Safety/Police special sales tax.
Costs (unrealistic): Shelton estimated the Fire/EMS costs would be $60,000 and the
police costs he put at $12,000.
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Many think, including me, he was very unrealistic on the police costs. If you look at the
area that Dalton wants, it includes the entrance ramps to and from Manchester Road to
and from I-270. These are high accident locations. You would have to hire two more
officers at about $150,000 counting benefits to be sure police service to the current
residents does not lessen. $12,000 is a stupid number.
REAL OR INVISIBLE? I have been urged by residents to obtain this property,” said
Dalton without even generally identifying who these residents are.
DALTON NEEDS TO LOOK AT A MAP: “We surround this property by our residents.
It seem like it is in our best interests to annex it,” said Dalton, who apparently is not
aware of the Town and Country City Limits. Only on the west side on this area are any
residential areas. To the north are office buildings. To the east are more office
buildings plus I-270 and to the south are office buildings and a movie theater in Des
Peres.
DALTON THINKS SOME OTHER CITY BORDERS TOWN AND COUNTRY’S SOUTH
CITY LIMITS ON MASON ROAD. Imagine that mayor would not know this area is
unincorporated.
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After Dalton was pushing for “his annexation” dream, Tiffany Frautschi mentioned that
she thinks the city should annex Mason Road from the south city limits to Manchester
and the condos on the west side of the road and the commercial area from Mason to
the Manchester Meadows Shopping Center that is in Town and Country. This caused
the following response from Dalton,
“Are you sure that area is unincorporated?”
On My God! The mayor doesn’t realize what the southern city limits border? Des Peres
city limits stop east of Barrett Station Road to east over a half mile away. The
Manchester City Limits don’t start for over a mile to west. This area is now and has
always been unincorporated.
The matter was continued to the June 25 meeting to consider the Mason Road request
also. Any annexation request must be submitted to the Boundary Commission before
July 1.
SKIP MANAGE TAKES EXCEPTION TO THE MAYOR’S ANNEXATION DREAM AND
PROVIDES A HISTORY LESSON: Ward-1 Alderman Skip Mange is a former Town
and Country mayor and then a county councilman. He fired away on his opposition to
the Dalton Land Grab and provided some historical data.
“I’m opposed to continue this and to this resolution,” exclaimed Mange. “This has been
turned down five times, once by courts and four times by the Boundary Commission. I
have talked to the Commission being against annexation for revenue only. I spoke
against it when I was on the County Council. Plus I don’t want to take on the headache
of apartments and a hotel,” said Mange about Dalton’s annexation dream.
“If you take a regional approach, you should not be taking money (tax revenue) away
from the County,” he added.

Dalton (left) and Mange (right) as mange states his opposition to Dalton’s annexation dream.
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SECRET MONEY? APPARENTLY TOWN AND COUNTRY IS TRASHING GOOD
GOVERMENT AND TRYING THE ERIC GREITENS METHOD OF HIDING MONEY.
On the face of it seems innocent enough. An unknown person wants to give $851 to
the city to increase the height of the flag pole at the city’s Town Square from 25 feet to
30 feet, so it can be seen from Clayton Road. The Board of Aldermen
This is from the Missouri Municipal League Handbook on reporting sources of income. It
simply says the statement of receipt “shows each source of revenue for the city or
village.” Accepting anonymous does not show the source of the money.

Calling around before we filed a Sunshine Request letter we found out wh the
anonymous source for the $851 was. Alderman Skip Mange admitted that it was from
him.

Slip Mange “The Tall Flagpole Man”
TOWN SQUARE: Here are some photos from a different view of the Town Square
construction. These were taken from the back of the church parking lot off of Mason
Road.
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BOND ISSUE MONEY GOES TOWARD NORMAL DEPRECIATION AT MASON
RIDGE ELEMENTARY This is from the Parkway School District on what is happening
at Mason Ridge Elementary School this summer.
We are replacing two roofs, several roof top HVAC units and a number of
small HVAC units throughout the building. We are also replacing windows in
the 800 wing and some old electrical panels.
It’s all part of the 2014 bond issue, which is being closed out as planned this
summer. It is about $500,000 worth of work at Mason and will be finished
before school starts in August.

You might find it interesting that Bond Issue money is for what some might consider
normal depreciation replacement costs, which many government agencies include in
their regular annual budgets and not toward expansion and major improvements.
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MASON ROAD SIDEWALK: Town and Country is getting a grant in connection with St.
Louis County. The grant is for repaving Mason Road, a County Road from Clayton to
Mason Ridge Road (just south of I-64) for the county and tearing up the existing
sidewalk and replacing it with a sidewalk/wide trail for the city. The city will have to pay
$186,000 for their part of the grant.
But the engineering study is not scheduled until 2022 with the construction to be done in
2023. The big problem along this section of Mason Road has been water main break
and repairs that have damaged the street and sidewalks. American Water does patch
repairs.
So the question with the project actually being 5-years away was “what about inflation”
which could increase the city’s $186,000.
MAYOR EXPECTING A RECESSION? “Inflation could go up or could go down,” said
Mayor Dalton. I don’t think they call it inflation if it goes down.
THE RHENQUIST REZONING CONTINUED A SECOND TIME: The Town and
Country Board of Aldermen refuse to back angry residents over Rob Rhenquist’s
request to rezone the property at 1919 S. Mason Road. The property zoned as
“Woodland” would only allow Rhenquist to build three houses and he wants a sevenhome subdivision.

After a large crowd, all voicing opposition to the Rhenquist plan, filled the aldermanic
chamber on May 14. Mayor Dalton told them it was just a first reading on the bill and it
would be voted on at the May 29 meeting.
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Despite having the plans voted down unanimously at the Planning and Zoning
Commission the Alderman did not vote on the proposal on May 29, They continued it
for “discussions involving the city attorney” which means under the Sunshine Law they
don’t have to tell the citizens/voters crap. At that time only Alderwoman Lindsey Butler
voted against the continuance as she wanted to vote no on the proposal that night.
Now let’s move forward to the June 11 Board of Aldermen meeting. There again was
no vote. At the Monday morning monthly meeting with the Ward-2 Alderwomen, Tiffany
Frautschi told the total of nine people present that the vote on the Rhenquist project
would be continued for additional discussion.

Tiffany Frautschi (left) Lindsey Butler (right)
She then stated that she had contacted the people who spoke at the last meeting and
let them know. Since I was at the last meeting, I live in the ward and I have given her a
campaign contribution in the past, I stated how I was not contacted about the bill’s
planned continuance. Her reply was that she didn’t contact me since I was a “reporter.”
She refused to say what the discussions were.
Her contacting people kept the crowd down at the Aldermanic meeting, but still there
was only one present who was for the development. That was Rob Rhenquist.
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Rob Rhenquist in the back row of the Aldermanic
chambers.
Despite Ald. Frautschi effort to keep people away from the City Hall. Four people spoke
and another four interested persons were in the audience.
Jan Clayton of 2053 Mason Road spoke with her daughter by her side.
“Our laws are for the people’s protection. We lift up and object for the redevelopment of
the open space,” said Clayton, who has been victim to abuses by Rhenquist while he
builds a subdivision in front of her home and stable. Rhenquist restricted access to her
driveway and cut the waterline to her house and stable for three days.

Jan Clayton and her daughter
Al Rutherford of 1518 Mason Valley Road made an interesting comment concerning
rewriting the zoning or allowing any use od the protected woodland space.
“Mature trees don’t grow into young trees. This is not the Benjamin Button film.”
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Al Rutherford
Reese Williamson of 1839 Woodmark was the final speaker.
“Please, Please, Please! We have the zoning. We should not allow some developer to
come in and change them (zoning laws).

Reese Williamson
WHAT ABOUT THE FAMILY? Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist/Taker of Widow’s Property by
Eminent Domain and then Cheating Her out of $800,000, Jon Dalton read a
proclamation honoring the late Red Schoendienst, who was a original investor in the
Mari de Ville retirement community, Hall of Fame baseball player, Cardinal manager,
coach and Town and Country lived in a condo at Mari de Ville at the time of his death.
When Dalton was done reading the Proclamation he said this. “We will have this
proclamation framed and given to (wait, wait) the Wiesehan Family” The Wiesehan’s
now owned Mari de Villa. However, what about Red’s daughter? Colleen
Schoendienst, who owns and operates the Town and Country and Chesterfield
McDonalds? When I say operates, I mean operates. She is at one of the two locations
five days a week.
Why on earth wouldn’t you give a famed proclamation to the family and if they want to
give it to the Wiesehans let them do it.
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Hall of Famer Red Schoendienst. Colleen, once a noted local singer, doing the National
Anthem before a Cardinals game and for the opening of the Ronald McDonald House.

Mayor Jon Dalton
BUSINESS: Construction has begun at the old Schnuck’s building (northeast corner of
Clayton and Woods Mill) for the new St. Louis BreadCO shop with a drive through.
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WOMAN LOOKING FOR WORK AND/OR DONATIONS ON NEXT DOOR WEBSITE
HAS A SERIOUS HISTORY OF FINANCIAL JUDGMENTS AGAINST HER: Jennifer
R. Little, 51, of 211 Stablestone Drive in the Green Trails subdivision of Chesterfield is
currently advertising on the Next Door website to do house cleaning and to take
furniture and other items for charities that do not have complete government
registrations.

02/27/96
08/28/96
04/16/97
10/08/98
10/12/07
01/03/08
03/05/08
06/24/08
12/29/09
12/20/09
01/20/10
12/13/10
01/06/12
04/19/12
06/20/12
07/13/12
11/27/12

Steeplechase Realty v Jennifer R Little $5,734 Judgment
Unisource Worldwide v Jennifer Little $2,419 Judgment (12/11/96 paid)
SW Bell v Jennifer Little
$4,126 Judgment (paid 3/14/02)
Gentry’s Landing v Jennifer Little
$3,878 Judgment (paid 5/23/02)
First Resolution Investment V Jennifer Little $5,443 Judgment (not paid)
Pool Tron, Inc. v Jennifer Little
$795 Judgment (not paid)
State of Missouri v Jennifer Little
$250 Judgment (paid 4/11/08)
Caplaco Seven, Inc v Jennifer Little
$23,452 Judgment (not paid)
State of Missouri v Jennifer R Little
$429 Judgment (paid 8/9/10)
Discover Bank v Jennifer Little
$16,609 Judgment (not paid)
State of Missouri v Jennifer R Little
$440 Judgment (paid 3/8/10)
Caplaco Seven Inc. v Jennifer Little
$29,085 Judgment (not paid)
Elite Pools v Jennifer Little
$4,075 Judgment (not paid)
MSD V Jennifer Little
$1,000 Judgment (not paid)
MSD V Jennifer Little
$1,103 Judgment (not paid)
MSD V Jennifer Little
$1,000 Judgment (not paid)
MSD V Jennifer Little
$1,283 Judgment (not paid)
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04/18/15
06/03/16

Metropolitan Sewer Dist v Jennifer R Littler$1,112 Judgment (not paid)
MO Dept. of Revenue v Jennifer R Little $5,675 Judgment (paid 6/1/17)

Pending Lawsuits
05/10/18 Mid Rivers Mall v Half a Bubble Off, R.A. Jennifer Littler- Knocker Ball Smash
DIFFERENT MIDDLE INITIAL: These are the judgments that we could not say were
connected with or were not. They did not show a date of birth and had a different
middle initial. However, they were at the same time of the other judgments that we
confirmed. People with multiple judgments against them and bad credit rating will often
change a middle initial or a spelling of the last name.
08/13/03
02/07/06
06/01/06

Famous Barr v Jennifer N Little
$492 Judgement (not paid)
MRC Receivables v Jennifer M Little
$5,781 Judgment (not paid)
JALACO Management, LLC v Jennifer M Little $4,286 Judgment (not paid)

OVERDUE VEHICLE TAXES: Little has been late in paying her vehicle taxes since
2008.
Little has not paid her Personal Property Taxes for 2017 and owes $372.71 on two older
cars and a pickup truck and motorcycle.

She was over six months late in paying her vehicle taxes in 2016.

She was five months late in paying her 2014 and 17 months late playing her 2013
taxes.
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She is advertising on the “Next Door” website for her home cleaning service. She claims
she lives on Ladue Road, when in fact she lives at 211 Stablestone Drive.

Our only concern is that Little is advertising to come into area houses to clean and to
take furniture donations, while she appears to be seriously in debt. Her house is
completely overgrown.

140 Four Seasons Chesterfield Now an Asian Grocery formerly leased by Little with $23,452 judgment
for non-payment of lease.

The person who contacted me is a “Next Door” user and works in a law office.
Here is part of her emails to me:
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There is an internet group, Next Door Ladue Road (I live in Green
Trails). We get emails and I have copied excerpts into the
attachment. Jennifer Little who lives on Stablestone claims to be an
advocate of homeless people and represent Leap of Faith for 8
years. I went to the Secretary of State website and there is a
registration for LOF, but it is a different individual in a different City
and different timeframes. Jennifer solicits furniture donations
through Next Door Ladue Road and arranges a box truck to pickup
on short notice
I go to Case.net and see all the judgements against her and her
husband (only looking at the Jennifer Little on Stablestone). Now
I'm thinking that she is desperate for money
I searched the IRS website for 501C3 charities for Leap of Faith in
MO and nothing comes up. She states she has Leap of Faith, a
501C3
Ms. Little may do an excellent job cleaning houses and doing charity work. However
with her finances and since we have a number of readers who also read “Next Door” we
have to say “proceed at your own risk” if hiring Ms. Little..

CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER/CRIME REPORT
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AT THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY MEETING BARRY FLACHSBART SAID HE
WANTS TO FIRE ALL THE LIEUTENANTS: Myself and two Chesterfield Police
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Captains, Cheryl Funkhouser and Michael Thompson, were the first persons in the
second floor conference room for the Public Health and Safety Committee meeting.

Captains Funkhouser & Thompson

Councilman who thinks it is funny to threaten to fire employees,

Then Councilman Barry Flachsbart entered the room and saw the white shirts. He
apparently thought they were lieutenants. The first words out of Flachsbart’s mouth
were not hello or good to see you, but instead it was “I plan to move to fire all the
lieutenants.”
Captain Thompson responded quickly by saying, “That’s fine by us.”
PUBLIC WORKS AND PLANNING COMMISSION: Last week we report how former
Councilman Guy Tilman, who said he was leaving the council in April due to pressing
family issues, apparently after two months wants to return to City Hall. The Committee
voted to approve Mayor Bob Nation’s appointment to the Planning Commission to
replace Laura Lueking, the longest serving member of the Planning Commission who
didn’t want to leave.
Nation stated in an email to council people that he wanted to change the ratio of women
to me on the planning commission where there were more woman than men. While
Guy Tilman is very qualified, by his own admission h has “family issues.” The Council
will vote what appears to some to be a case of sex discrimination by nation.
RECOMMENDATION THAT ST. LOUIS COUNTY CONTINUES TO DO
INSPECTIONS OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. You might think it odd that Mayor
Bob Nation and the Council are suing the State of Missouri to overturn the St. Louis
County Sales Tax Pool (now with the city appealing an adverse decision to the Missouri
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Supreme Court. The State of Missouri was granted a continuance on June5) but they
use St. Louis County inspectors for all their inspections.
According to Justin Wyse, Chesterfield Director of Planning, the city has the county do
the building inspections, mechanical, electrical and plumbing inspections.
He reported that 37 cities use the County for Building inspections, 65 for mechanical
permits, 68 for plumbing and 73 for electrical inspections. Keep in mind that
Chesterfield is one of the two largest cities in the County.
Wyse estimated the city would need 11 more employees at the cost of $1.1-million.
Wyse recommended that the city continue using St. Louis County for inspections.
Mayor Bob Nation interjected that he just got a call from a handicapped woman living in
an apartment in Ward-1 who reported mold and high levels of radon.
“Instead of putting this to bed, I think this is something we need to think about. It is
something we ought to look at,” said Nation.
Wyse claimed there was no physical office space for city inspectors in City Hall.
However if the city joined the majority of cities in St. Louis County by providing Building
Inspections, it would make a lot of sense.
Also Wyse apparently overlooks the fact the city clerk’s former first floor office has been
vacant for two years and could easily fit three desks of building inspectors.
Justin disagrees with me that the city would have more control over the building process
if they had at least their own inspectors. He told me that it would require builders and
contractors to make two different calls instead of just one to schedule the inspections
and city building inspectors would have to keep checking when the County inspections
were scheduled.
As an outsider I think that with all the building going on in Chesterfield the city would be
better served like most cities in the County by having their own Building Inspectors who
could be much more responsive to issues.
NO MORE SINGLE MAILBOXES FOR NEW HOMES IN CHESTERFIELD. The city
has been notified by the Postal Service that in all future subdivisions the mail will be
delivered to clusters of mailboxes and not individual mailboxes in front of houses.
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Subdivsion mailboxes

Apartment mailboxes

CHESTERFIELD HOCKEY BEFORE ARCHITECTURE REVIEW BOARD: The
Architecture Review Board approved the plans for the Chesterfield Hockey complex,
with a couple of suggestions that we have to question. The vote was at their Thursday
meeting. We plan to have more on this in our next newsletter.
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HIGHWAY PATROL ARREST DRUNK DRIVER WITH PAST DRUNK DRIVING
CONVICTIONS IN CHESTERFIELD AND TOWN AND COUNTRY: Corey Gerken, 32,
of Manchester was arrested by the Missouri Highway Patrol on Friday June 8 at 1:27
AM while operating a vehicle drunk in St. Louis County. The arresting trooper took
Gerken to the Sunset Hills PD for booking.
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Readers might remember Gerken. We reported in our “Drunks and Thieves 2016 After
Thanksgiving” edition how after leaving The Haus, a pizza and bar located at the
northeast corner of Clayton and Baxter Road, he got into his 2004 GMC Envoy and
promptly drove over a parking barrier and into the 24-Hour Fitness Center located next
to the Haus. Gerken’s drunk crash was on December 9, 2014. He was also arrested
for DWI in 2009 in Town and Country.
He pled guilty on October 27, 2015. He didn’t get much of a deal. He was fined $1,000.
He was sentenced to 90-days in jail, but the jail time was stayed and he was placed on
a 2-year probation, that expired last year.

FORMER CHESTERFIELD RESIDENT ARRESTED FOR DRUNK BOATING AT
LAKE OF THE OZARKS. Steven Kremer, 51, who formerly lived on Woodlake Drive in
Chesterfield and now lives in Ballwin was arrested by the Highway Patrol’s Water
Division on Friday June 8 at 9:10 PM for Boating While Intoxicated.
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Steven Kremer
LATE CRIME NEWS! What appeared to be Gypsy thieves have been sported in
southern Town and Country. People in a pickup truck and car wearing vests to fit in the
home builders, utility tree trimmers and utility markers have been seen pulling into
driveways and then backing up and fleeing when confronted. In one case a person with
a leaf blower was seen going down a driveway toward the rear of a house. The
problem was the homeowner’s and neighbor’s lawn service was not due for two more
days. When confronted a person shouted, “it is the wrong house and they fled.” They
are in a Chevrolet sedan and a pickup truck.
Actual gypsies and a criminal group known as the Irish Travelers normally stay in the
Carolinas during winter and then go North and West once spring arrives. The Travelers
do driveway scams where they go door to door saying they just finished a driveway
resurfacing in the area and have left over material and offer to make any repairs cheap,
but simply take the money, apply used motor oil to the driveway and flee.
They have an Irish accent and are normally in pickup trucks with out of state license
plates.
The gypsies steal. They will look for a housewife doing yard work and send a child or
woman into the house to look for items. They will quickly package the stolen goods and
look for a mailbox and mail them or go to a post office or a shipping store. They get rid
of the loot fast, so if they are stopped by the police they don’t have any evidence. The
men to avoid arrest normally send either women or kids to case a house or enter it to
steal.
We have had Irish Travelers come to our house in Maryland doing the driveway scam.
When they found out I was a police captain they suddenly had to leave.
I arrested this gypsy family for theft on Connecticut Avenue at Chevy Chase Circle on
the Maryland/Washington DC border.
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Travelers will often claim they have sealed a driveway when in fact they have simply
sprayed it with used motor oil.
ANOTHER CAR BROKEN INTO AT QUEENY DOG PARK: We observed this auto
window glass on the parking lot of the Queeny Dog Park. We were present this spring
right after another car was broken into on the Dog Park lot.
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GIFT FROM A READER I got this Tower Tee Polo Shirt from a reader who enjoyed my
comments about the owners of KSDK, Channel 5 putting the 54-year St. Louis
institution out of business by selling the land to a home developer. Tower Tee with a
Par-3 golf course, driving ranges and batting cages for softball and baseball players has
been an important place for youths to learn to play sports, high school and college
players to practice and families to have fun at a low cost.
KSDK claimed they are “5 on your side.” I claim they are not and clearly don’t give a
rat’s ass about our side if they can screw the public and make money. So when you see
me in the Tower Shirt don’t forget that I’m also giving KSDK the finger!

MUSIC: It is summer so we are seeing more talented musicians stopping by Sasha’s
on DeMun on Wednesday nights to sit in the trumpet jazz king Jim Manley.
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Trombone and piano man and jazz arranger Jim Owens with Manley and sax man Larry
Johnson playing together on May 30th.

June 6
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These folks were there on June 6.
PUT ON YOUR CALENDAR: It is the return of Dean Christopher with Jim Manley and
Chris Swan at the One-19-North Restaurant on 119 N, Kirkwood Road from 7:30 to 9:30
on Monday June 25.

CARTOONS:
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